




ENGLISH TRANSLATION

Professional Audio: Tell us about yourselves please.

Roland Stenz: Hello, My name is Roland Stenz. I'm CEO of EVE Audio. From 1999 to 2010 I was
CEO of ADAM Professional Audio but left that company, and founded EVE Audio in 2011. I am
now visiting Korea to attend the EVE Audio seminars and help to create brand awareness along
with sharing our company's philosophy.

Kerstin Mischke: My name is Kerstin Mischke, I'm Sales and Marketing Manager of EVE Audio.
We're  visiting  Korea  to  understand  and  experience  the  Korean  culture  and  get  to  know  our
Korean distributor, Sound n Music better.

PA:  ADAM and EVE Audio are both specialized in the making of  monitor loudspeakers.  We're
curious of your background, Mr. Stenz, specializing in loudspeaker companies.

Roland Stenz: I studied electronic engineering and worked in the largest East German broadcast
R&D company in the 1980's. I was very interested in sound technology,  especially in speakers
which  is  for  me  a  harmony  of  technology  and  art.  Depending  on  music  and  respectively  on
speakers  people  experience  different  emotions  even  with  the  same  source,  which  was  very
interesting to me. That’s how I started to combine technology and art to put it into a squared black
box.

PA: What is the company's management philosophy?

Roland Stenz: Our philosophy is “Creating a positive environment”. With positive vibes, there are
positive people. And positive minds is a good start. 

For  example we don't  ask distributors in  smaller  markets  to achieve impossible  results.  Every
distributor has a different environment and works under different conditions and circumstances.
We respect that,  trust they all  work hard and consider any result  is the best possible result  to
achieve. We try to think positive. And we do believe positive vibes will lead to better results so we
try to support our distributors as much as we can. 

PA: Please introduce us some of your products

Kerstin Mischke:  EVE Audio has a complete line of  monitor speakers that  includes speakers
from the SC series, a Subwoofer TS series, and accessories such as our Passive monitor router
PMR 2.10 etc. The wide range of speakers we have can be used for home recording such as the
compact size 2-way 4-inch SC204 for instance. But our range ranks to 4-way 8-inch – our SC408
– or large 3-ways with a 12-inch woofer, called SC3012, that are more for large and professional
recording studios.

PA: What makes EVE Audio stand apart from others?

Roland  Stenz:  EVE  Audio  monitor  speakers  use  a  different  technology.  First  is  the  tweeter.
Because of the exterior or look many people think that it would be similar to ADAM or other Air
Motion  tweeters.  But  we  made changes,  inside  and  outside  so  that  the  EVE Audio  AMT (Air
Motion Transformer) reproduces high frequencies smoothly and with no harshness. Your ears feel
less tired.  And the built-in DSP is  different  as well.  An analogue knob has its  advantages,  no
doubt,  but  the accuracy is not  as sufficient  as digital  knobs.  Speakers work as a pair,  so the
accuracy of  the knob is very important.  When manufactured, even if  the product is made with



highest  care,  analog  products  cannot  reproduce  exactly  the  same.  So  when  you  install  2
speakers,  and both are set  the same level,  the volume level  for instance will  slightly differ.  In
music production, even a small difference can lead to a different result. 

On the  other  hand DSP volume control  is  a  digital  operation method,  which  leads  to  a  more
precise and accurate setting. Because of this it leads to benefits whilst producing music.

We also positioned the bass port at the rear of the cabinets. We have done a lot of researches,
experiments  and  listening  sessions.  The  conclusion  is  that  the  bass  port  at  front  affects  the
reproduction  of  midrange  frequencies.  So  we  designed the  bass  port  to  make the  bass  tone
sounds better.

The most important thing is creating realistic sound. The truth is, the frequency response shown
in  specifications  and  measurements  isn't  too  important.  No  matter  how  flat  the  frequency
response  of  the  speaker  is,  when it's  installed  and  played  in  a  room it  will  produce  a totally
different  sound.  EVE  Audio  has  been  studying  and  researching  about  the  relation  between
speakers and environment, and how the speaker produces sound in a specific space. As a result
we've developed a technology; speaker cabinet responsive to the size of space.

PA: As a developer what do you predict in the future of the loudspeaker market?

Roland Stenz: Network system will be applied in many sound systems and the market for small
speaker  will  get  bigger.  Especially  speakers  with  Bluetooth  and  players  which  can  be  easily
connected with smartphones or laptops. As technology will improve, even with a smaller device or
a wireless connection the sound quality won't have much loss and produce high resolution. EVE
Audio is looking at the future and developing AMT and network technology to apply in smaller
speakers.

PA: What do you think about the Korean market?

Kerstin Mischke:  EVE Audio has distributors in 63 countries, and amongst our customers are
home  studio  producers,  professional  recording  studios,  sound  engineers  and  musicians.
Speakers of various sizes are popular in Korea but we notice a higher popularity of our smaller
speakers. I believe, the scenery of smaller studios and home recording is very active in Korea. 

We have been working with Sound n Music for 5 years now and since EVE Audio was founded.
We have good business,  have a close communication,  make progress  in  every way and look
forward to getting further involved in Korea.

PA: What would be EVE Audio's plan for next year?

Roland Stenz:  Next  year  we will  focus on  product  development,  along with  increasing brand
awareness and sharing technologies with our distributors in different countries. 

Kerstin Mischke: This year we celebrate EVE Audio's 5th anniversary. We have grown fast within
a relatively short period of time. This is not only because of the technology, it’s mainly because of
having great partnerships and close relationships with our trusted distribution partners. Next year
we  look  for  more  opportunities  to  strengthens  the  relationship  and  partnership  with  our
distributors like we did in Korea.


